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MARKET OVERVIEW
Global REITs (as per EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental Index Net TR, USD; “Benchmark”) closed the quarter
up +9.96% (+6.65% in ZAR), outperforming US equities (S&P 500), global equities (MSCI World Index) and
global bonds (FTSE World Government Bond Index) which achieved returns of +8.55%, +7.88% and +1.00%,
respectively. Canadian REITs finished tops, closing +12.98% higher (see chart 1) followed by US REITs which
achieved a +12.00% return. Singapore and Australian REITs lagged, returning +0.33% and +4.77% respectively.
CHART 01

Q2 GLOBAL PROPERTY RETURNS PER REGION

Source: Sesfikile Capital, Bloomberg

So…what happened this last quarter: The global economic recovery continued in the second quarter with
the UK, North America and Europe leading while countries in the Asia Pacific region struggled. This was
largely due to differences in the pace of vaccinations with the UK, US and Europe vaccinating 66%, 55%
and 53% of their populations (at least one dose), respectively, while Japan, Australia and Hong Kong lagged
developed market peers with vaccination rates of just 23%, 24% and 30%, respectively. Reopening continues
to be uneven with majority of US states having lifted restrictions and the UK is set to lift all remaining
restrictions on 19 July. In contrast, Japan has instituted its fourth state of emergency in Tokyo (12 July to
22 August) which includes barring spectators from all Olympic events and the hard lockdown in Sydney
which began on 26 June has been extended to 16 July. The biggest risk to the recovery continues to be the
spread of new variants of the Covid-19 virus, especially the highly transmissible Delta variant. The J.P. Morgan
Global Composite Output Index reached a 15 year high of 58.5 in May before dropping to 56.6 in June.
Conversations have now shifted away from the strength of the recovery and the impact of higher inflation to
questioning if global growth will stall because of the spread of the Delta variant or if the spike in inflation is
indeed transitory. The bond markets have appeared to have priced in the latter scenarios with bond yields
falling from a post pandemic high of 1.75% to 1.47% at the end of the quarter (and falling further to 1.3% at
the beginning of July).
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Global listed property is having is best start to the year ever: The benchmark (FSTE/EPRA Nareit Developed
Rental Index TR) has delivered total returns of 15.9% in USD so far with 9.96% coming from Q2. Quarter 2
was less about the reopening trade or “Covid causalities” vs. “Covid beneficiaries” which dominated during
Q1, but rather about quality of earnings and upgrades. REITs with the strongest pricing power and well
managed balance sheets in sectors such as self-storage, manufactured-homes and single family residential
(SFR) which continue to benefit from solid fundamentals outperformed during Q2 (see chart 2).
CHART 02

Q2 GLOBAL PROPERTY RETURNS BY SECTOR

Source: Sesfikile Capital, Bloomberg

Corporate action and M&A: After a resurgence in corporate action in Q1, the second quarter got off to a
flying start with German apartment landlord Vonovia agreeing to acquire Berlin focused peer Deutsche
Wohnen in a ¤18 billion takeover deal at a 18% premium to the pre-announcement closing price to create a
¤50 billion residential company with over 500,000 apartments. US office REIT, Equity Commonwealth has
agreed to acquire Monmouth Real Estate Investment Corp. for $3.4 billion in an all-stock transaction, 7.2%
higher than unaffected share price. Net lease REIT Realty Income agreed to acquire VEREIT in an $11 billion
deal. The Blackstone team remained busy, with the group acquiring US datacentre REIT QTS at $78/share,
a 21% premium to pre-deal announcement price in a $6.7 billion deal. They also bought single-family-rental
homebuilder and rent-to-buy business Home Partners of America for $6 billion, and acquired UK office and
industrial property company St, Modwen at £5.60/share in a £1.2 billion deal. In the healthcare sector, Ventas
agreed to buy New Senior REIT in a $2.3 billion deal. US shopping center REIT Kimco agreed to acquire
peer Weingarten Realty in a stock and cash deal valuing each Weingarten Realty share at $30.32 or 11%
premium to unaffected share price. The larger Kimco will have an enterprise value of over $20 billion with
greater exposure to sunbelt markets (Phoenix, Texas, Georgia, Florida etc.) where in-migration patterns have
increased in the last 12-18 months. Lastly, US self-storage REIT Public Storage agreed to acquire unlisted peer
ezStorage for $1.8 billion.
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SESFIKILE BCI GLOBAL
PROPERTY FUND
For the 3 months ended 30 June 2021 the Sesfikile BCI Global Property Fund (ZAR) delivered +6.78% versus
the Benchmark (FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Rental Index Net TR) that delivered +6.65% resulting in an
outperformance of +0.13% for the quarter.

By region, the fund’s underweight position in US REITs, overweight position in Australia and Canada
contributed to the outperformance. At property sector level the fund’s overweight position to manufactured
homes (+0.27%) as well the underweight to the diversified (+0.26%) and healthcare (+0.22%) sectors buoyed
performance against the benchmark. However, the overweight position in developers (-0.25%) and hospitality
(-0.12%) were major detractors to performance. Overall the fund’s positioning to sectors benefiting from
structural changes in consumer patterns and demographics such as Industrial, Single Family Residential,
Data Centres and Manufactured Homes drove outperformance over the quarter. Below we have the top three
contributors and bottom three detractors to first quarter performance:
CHART 03

Q2 TOP 3 CONTRIBUTORS AND DETRACTORS TO PERFORMANCE

Source: Bloomberg PORT

OW – Overweight position relative to the benchmark; UW – Underweight position relative to the benchmark.

A recap on our approach: Our fundamentals-based investment approach is to be Concentrated in that we
hold 30-60 stocks relative to the benchmark that has over 300 real estate equities, and Thematic in that we
spend large amounts of time researching and analysing secular and structural trends in the global economy
and how those trends affect real estate fundamentals. Ultimately, we want to be overweight sectors and
REITs that benefit from those themes and have little or no exposure to sectors that will be disrupted or
affected by those themes over the medium to long term. Valuation is the ultimate arbiter, and we also look
for opportunities in real estate equities that are outside our benchmark.
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GLOBAL PROPERTY
RESULTS OVERVIEW
In the second quarter the team attended conferences held by NAREIT (US REITs), Kempen and Morgan Stanley
(European property). Aside for datacenters, we left each conference incrementally more positive on sector
fundamentals, especially for manufactured homes, single family residential and industrial. Even in the harder
hit sectors such as coastal apartments, shopping centers and hotels, management teams are seeing notable
improvements in fundamentals and operations as the global economy reopens. Below we summarize Q1 results
for the various property sectors.

Large cap German apartment REITs achieved earnings growth of 9.2% driven by life-for-like rental growth of
2.4%. The supply demand imbalance for German apartments is keeping vacancy rates low at c.2.4% with Berlin
focused REIT Deutsche Wohnen reporting a like-for-like vacancy rate of 1.6% at quarter end. US apartment
REITs continued to show a divergence in earnings growth between Sun Belt focused REITs and their Coastal
focused peers. Sun Belt apartment REITs reported a 6.0% drop in earnings driven by a 2.2% drop in same store
net operating income (SS NOI). Coastal apartment REITs showed a 17% decile in earnings driven by a 14.3%
drop in SS NOI. During the NAREIT conference many REITs provided operational updates with mostly upward
revisions to estimates. Fundamentals have surprised on the upside with occupancy increasing to c.96% in line
with pre-Covid levels. Even in the hardest hit markets like New York and San Francisco demand has picked
up leading to a reduction in concessions from months at the peak of the pandemic to weeks now. The labour
shortage has also started to impact supply, with many buildings taking longer to complete.

Datacentre earnings growth rates recovered from a disappointing Q4 with growth of 8.3%. Demand remained
strong with Digital Realty achieving its third best quarter in history by value of leases signed. However,
negative cash re-leasing spreads of -2.1% suggest DLR is willing to reduce rents to retain/secure leases. For
the US, supply and demand appear to be in equilibrium with higher land costs putting downward pressure on
developments yields. We have also seen the pricing power continuously erode in the hyperscale market where
CyrusOne guided double-digit rate declines over the next three years. Management teams remain most positive
in Singapore as it is experiencing incremental demand from companies looking for an alternative to Hong Kong.
Furthermore, the Singapore government has placed a moratorium on new data centre developments due
to emission concerns which is keeping supply low. London, Spain, and Amsterdam also popped up as more
landlord favourable markets that are earlier in the cycle and development yields can in some cases be double
US levels.

Total US commercial gaming revenue for Q1 reached its highest level in history of $11.1 billion driven by a lifting
of capacity and mask restrictions. During the pandemic regional assets outperformed destination/ Las Vegas,
however Q1 saw operations in Vegas improving rapidly. The management teams noted during NAREIT that
operating results were improving rapidly and would be in line with pre-Covid levels by the end of 2021. VICI
Properties (VICI), MGM Growth Properties (MGP) and Gaming and Leisure Properties (GLPI) achieved earnings
growth of 23.7%, 7.1% and -4.5%, respectively. The gaming sector has the longest lease term with an average
of 35 years and acquisitions are important to earnings growth. VICI, MGP and GLPI are expected to increase
assets by 16%, 3% and 2%, respectively for 2021.
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Earnings for the large cap US diversified Healthcare REITs remained under pressure reporting normalised FFO
growth of -19.6%, mainly driven by the 7.5% drop in senior housing occupancy rates to an average of c.74.6%.
REITs focused on Medical Office Buildings (MOBs) again proved their defensiveness with normalised FFO
growth of 3.8%, driven by SS NOI growth of 2.0%. During NAREIT, management comments suggest senior
housing occupancy has bottomed due to the successful vaccination program and the removal of admission and
visitation restrictions. UK primary healthcare REIT Assura reported a 12% increase in FY earnings driven by 8%
revenue growth and a 30bps reduction in vacancy to 1.3%. The company’s net tangible assets (NTA) increased
by 6.1% over the year. With an average net debt to EBITDA of 5.3x, the MOB sector balance sheets remain
relatively stronger than the large cap diversified healthcare REITs which ended the quarter at 6.5x.

US Hotels REIT revenue per available room (RevPAR) declined by 57.7% on average for Q1 driven by a 17%
decline in average daily rate (ADR) and a c.47.9% drop in occupancy rates. EU hotel REIT Pandox reported Q1
net operating income growth of -34%, an 81% decrease in RevPAR and an occupancy rate of 25%. Host Hotels,
the largest US hotel REIT is taking advantage of its relatively strong balance sheet and acquired two resorts
in Florida, US for a total $810m. Pebblebrook Hotels made its first acquisition since 2018 buying a resort also
located in Florida for $270m. Drive-to leisure resorts remain in demand as these assets are less at risk of a
potential reduction in business travel. During NAREIT, management teams came across as very optimistic
on the recovery, especially for leisure resorts, driven by pent up demand, easing travel restrictions and high
savings rates. Most US hotel REITs are expected to be EBITDA positive by Q3. Commentary about the future
of business travel was less optimistic with most management teams saying it is too early to tell when or if ever
business travel returns to pre-Covid levels.

‘Beat n’ raise’ was a common theme among almost all Industrial property companies with US peers dominating
reporting (as other regions report bi-annually). First quarter 2021 FFO growth averaged 14.2% driven by 3.9%
SSNOI with infill logistics Terreno and Rexford leading at 7-8% SSNOI growth and Stag Industrial, Summit
Industrial and European names Tritax Eurobox, London Metric and Warehouse de Pauw lagging at between
0.7% and 3.1%. Americold was a stand-out non-performer by reporting -17% FFO growth and -6.5% SSNOI
driven by disruptions in the protein sector that caused major backlogs on manufacturing capacity of their
customers. However, the company continued to guide 9.3% FFO growth for the full year. Aside from Americold
releasing spreads were strong all-round, averaging 12.3% for the period with Rexford Industrial (Southern
California), Eastgroup Properties (US Sunbelt markets) and Summit industrial (Canada) leading the pack at
32.7%, 25.8% and 23.2% respectively. 2021 full year FFO guidance was upgraded across the board with an
average of 10.6% across our investment universe.
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Malls continued to lose occupancy in the first quarter by an average 0.58% as retailers continued to cut store
counts. Simon Property Group (SPG) reported a 10.8% drop in FFO, SSNOI of -8.4%, releasing spreads of
-13.6% and upgraded FFO guidance by 1.4% to 7% for the full year. Macerich also reported quarterlies with -44%
FFO growth, -29% SSNOI and guided a 13.4% lower FFO for 2021. US malls reported higher collection rates
of 95% while European peers Unibail-Rodamco-Westield, Eurocommercial (ECMPA), Klepierre and DeutscheEuroshop’s collections were between 65% and 73%. ECMPA’s leasing performance seemed to buck the trend
as vacancies stayed low at 1.5% (versus US and EU peers an 8% to 12%) at the group was the only mall operator
to report positive releasing spreads of 9.4%. In the UK, Hammerson sold £330 million worth of retail parks
to Brookfield, perhaps indicating a bottoming out of valuations. David Simon, SPG’s CEO hosted a sobering
conference call by highlighting that on one hand occupancy losses had bottomed out, but on the other it could
take three years to return to pre-Covid levels.

Manufactured homes grew FFO by 5.9% driven by SS NOI growth of 2.3%, a 1.1% increase in occupancy to
c.97% and rental growth of 3.7% on average. The border between the US and Canada remains closed and
continues affect international demand for recreational vehicle parks. However, domestic demand was strong
enough to offset any negative effects of the border closure and revenue appears to have bottomed during Q1.
2021 FFO guidance was raised and now suggests FFO growth of 17.9% for larger cap Sun Communities and
9.7% for Equity Lifestyle Properties beating market expectations. A clear message during NAREIT was that
there is ample private capital being allocated to the manufactured homes sector which will likely lead to further
cap rate compression below the current c3.9% and an increase in asset values.

US Office results disappointed slightly in Q1 as occupancies continued to drop to c.88.7% from 91.2% and
SSNOI fell 2.5% y/y across our investment universe. Globally only a handful of office companies reported
positive SS NOI growth including US Life-science focussed Alexandria at 5.9%, Paris and Madrid focussed
Immobiliare Colonial at 4% and US west coast focused Hudson Pacific Properties at 2.9%. Releasing spreads
are down about 8% y/y across US names with Alexandria bucking the trend at +17.4% spreads, reflecting strong
fundamentals in the life-science sector. Colonial also posted releasing spreads of 20% in Q1. Rental collections
continued to improve across the board and range between 96-100% with most REITs posting sequential gains
as economies reopen. With net absorption down in almost all markets under coverage, and tenant decisions
being delayed we expect negative earnings growth to continue across the office sector.

US Self-storage REITs reported core FFO growth of 15.3% driven by SS NOI growth of 7.7%. Occupancy rates
have reached a record high of c.96% a more than 3.0% increase y/y. Similarly, UK/EU self-storage REITs reported
a 5.7% increase in like-for-like revenue driven by a 6.5% increase in occupancy to c.84%. The message from
NAREIT was that storage fundamentals ware remarkedly robust with demand driven by the strong housing
market and new users because of the pandemic (work from home required spare bedrooms to be converted
into offices or businesses storing equipment).
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Strong demand drove record high occupancy rates of c.98% in the single-family-residential (SFR) sector.
Invitation Homes and American Homes 4 Rent achieved core FFO growth of 7.9% for the quarter on average
with smaller peer Tricon Residential growing earnings by 42.9%. SS NOI grew by 4.2% driven by rental growth
of 6.3% with the Sun Belt (6.8%) outperforming Coastal (5.4%). AMH maintained its solid balance sheet at 4.4x
net debt to EBITDA and Invitation Homes continues to de-lever its balance sheet reaching a net debt to EBITDA
of 7.1x, down 0.9x over 12 months. Earnings growth expectations for the sector were increased to an average
of 8.9% for 2021 driven by SS NOI growth of 4.1%. Management teams remained bullish as SFR fundamentals
continued to strengthen post results with occupancy at all-time highs and new lease growth of c.13-14%.

US open air Shopping centres (strip centres) operating results surprised positively with occupancy holding up
better and new leasing activity accelerating with demand from a broad base of tenants. Although FFO growth
was c.11.6% lower for Q1, most REITs beat estimates significantly and upgraded guidance to low double-digit
growth in FFO in 2021. Occupancies fell 210bps y/y but only 30bps over the quarter with releasing spreads
turning positive at 5.4%. SS NOI was -4% across the group. Rental collections also improved 2% to 94% as brick
and mortar sales surpassed Q1:2019 levels by 12% excluding auto, gas and restaurants.

On average triple net lease REIT earnings were up 1% in Q1. Rent collections remained flat q/q at c.95% with
most REITs seeing further improvements post the quarter as economies reopen. External growth accelerated
in Q1 with c.$2bn of acquisitions, excluding the $11bn takeout of VEREIT by Realty Income. Conversations
at NAREIT moved away from rent collection and focused on external growth. Net lease REITs trade at 45%
premium to NAV which gives them the ability to create value through acquisitions. Demand for net lease assets
has led to cap rate compression across different property types, with good covenant quick service restaurants
and industrial assets trading in the 4% and 5% levels, respectively. Australian triple net REIT Charter Hall Long
WALE REIT reported a 7.6% increase in book values for H1 2021. Post H1 2021 the company acquired AUS$267m
worth of assets and upgraded its FY22 EPS growth guidance to “no less than” 4.5% from its previous estimate
of 2.75%.
.

Ponce City Market
Newstreet Square, London
Georgia
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WFH UPDATE: MEN LIE, WOMEN
LIE, VACANCIES DON’T…
Over the quarter our investment team attended commercial real estate conferences hosted by NAREIT
REITWeek (US REITs), Morgan Stanley and Kempen. Office property landlords put up a brave-face and it
appeared as if they had all colluded to agree to a ‘party-line’ that said that all tenants simply ‘could not wait to
come back to the office’, and WFH was more likely to be a passing phenomenon. On our side, ‘Zoom fatigue’
has become a real thing and we no doubt see collaborative and team-culture-building benefits from working
in one office. We maintain our view that there will be a 10-15% aggregate drop in office demand and WFH
has really morphed to WF-anywhere. On one hand a recent KPMG study stated that the percentage of US
CEOs looking to reduce office space has declined drastically to 17% from 70% in Q2:2020. However, anecdotal
evidence is more mixed, where Blackstone and Barclays expect all employees back to the office at the end of
Q3, while JP Morgan, Uber and Google expect a partial return, where flexible schedules become the new norm.
Irrespective of our individual preferences on the debate, the data does not lie – economies are recovering but
vacancies are also rising at a fast pace (see Chart 4).
CHART 04

GLOBAL AND REGIONAL OFFICE VACANCY RATES – Q1 2021

Source: UBS, JLL

US office vacancy rates rose 3.8% over 15 months to approx. 17% at the end of Q1:2021. Subletting space has
also risen to 2% of space nationally, above 2008 global financial crisis levels largely driven by San Francisco
and Seattle which have seen elevated supply. After a 5% drop in 2020, rents are expected to continue to fall
in 2021. The silver lining however is that national supply remains relatively subdued at 1.4% of existing stock
through 2023, perhaps indicating that the market can absorb this should demand return to historic levels.

European office rents followed a similar trend to the US and fell between -4% to -5% in 2020 but rents are
expected to fall by a similar amount this year. London City office vacancies remained above 10% while West
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End vacancies rose 130bp over three months to Q1:2021 to 6.1%. Incentives for long term leases are up from
20 to 25 months, thus lowering effective rents further. Top seven German cities continue to report low
vacancies of c.4% but new supply and weak demand could see this vacancy rate rise 100bps over 2021. Paris
rents are up 6% p.a. despite take up falling 30% y/y and vacancies rising 140bps y/y to 6.4% - regional Paris
submarkets La Defence and Western Crescent now report 10% vacancies.

According to JLL Q2:2021 data Australian office vacancies remained elevated at 13% in Sydney and 14% in
Melbourne, up 8.2% and 10.7% respectively as compared to pre-Covid levels. Despite gross asking rents
remaining unchanged over this period, net effective rents (which include leasing incentives that are up from
20% to 32%) fell 3% quarter-on-quarter. In Japan central Tokyo vacancies continued to trend up, closing the
month of June 0.69% higher to 6.19%, a 330bp increase in 18 months. Hong Kong office rents are expected
to fall a further 3% in 2021, after a sizable 24% drop in 2020 as vacancies rose 300bps to approximately 7%.

Our near-term outlook remains relatively bearish on offices where occupancy rates could remain under
pressure given lower retention rates, moderate leasing activity and historically high subletting levels. New
variants of the Covid19 virus (such as Delta variant) could keep space utilisation rates which are currently at
between 30-50% low in the US, further entrenching remote working. More bullish estimates project a return
to pre-Covid 19 office usage by 2022 but current vacancy levels and occupancy trends indicate otherwise.

10 Portman Square
London
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HOW WE SEE THINGS
GOING FORWARD
The latest Fed minutes point to a more hawkish stance where the committee could start hiking rates in
the second half of 2022, implying that ‘tapering’ is likely to be around the corner. Our base case is that
between September and October 2021 the Fed will announce that they will start to taper, with actual tapering
beginning in the first quarter of next year. In our Q1:2021 report, we asked if it was too early to start talking
about tapering, but it turned out we were not, as investors turned their attention to inflation in the first few
months of the quarter. US core inflation rose to 3.8% in May and could remain well above 2% in 2021 although
the Fed and more market participants believe it will be transitory as the acceleration is due to shortages and
base effects.

Property as a hedge against inflation: As the global economy recovers investors have begun to ask how
property will perform in a rising inflation and interest rate environment? In general, real estate offers investors
some protection against inflation. At the earnings level REITs are a great inflation hedge as global inflation
has averaged below 2% over the last decade while global REIT earnings grew 5.5% per annum. Longer term
higher inflation tends to mean higher interest rates. With respect to share prices, global property tends to
underperform in the short term as bond yields spike, then, outperforms significantly three-to-six months
after. As is often the case, if interest rates are rising because of the strength of the underlying economy,
rental growth accelerates as supply fails to keep up with rising demand. Consequently, stronger fundamentals
may outweigh the negative effect of any increases in interest rates. From a sector allocation perspective,
during periods of rising interest rates, it can be advantageous to increase exposure to shorter lease-duration
sectors such as hotels, apartments, and self-storage where rents (or room rates) can be adjusted almost
instantaneously – in effect quickly responding to higher demand. In contrast, sectors with longer leases such
as healthcare and net-leases which have 10 years plus lease expiry profiles could underperform at this point
in the cycle.

Our view on valuations: Global REITs have re-rated significantly over the second quarter of 2021 and now
offer investors a dividend yield of 3.2% - this is a 219bps discount to global bonds versus a 10-year average
of 234bps (see Chart 5). We expected FFO growth to bounce back from -0.8% in 2020 to 5% in 2021, with
further acceleration to 6-7% growth in 2022 as fundamentals recover. Although we have argued before that
the sector can justifiably trade deeper than its longer-term average when earnings growth is accelerating
above its long-term rate, as is the case now, we now believe the sector is expensive.
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CHART 04

DIVIDEND YIELD RELATIVE RATIO – GLOBAL REITS VS. BONDS

Source: Bloomberg, Sesfikile Analysis

Vaccination programs in north America, UK and most of Europe have been successful, economies will
bounce back better than initially expected and the reopening or reflation trade is quite mature, thus limiting
significant upside driven by earnings upgrades from these levels. Policy risk is highest when valuations are
stretched even though central banks expect the spike in inflation to be transitory and Fed tapering may not
be as disruptive given that it has been flagged. If our base case on the timing of the tapering announcement
is true, any rapid rise in bond yields could result in significant market volatility with some downside to
share prices in the short term. We believe a slight correction in prices is due, and see total returns trending
sideways or delivering low single-digit returns from these levels over 12 months.
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